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Ohio City & Tremont Residents

by Erika Durham
Welcome to the Ohio City/
Tremont Observer! This paper
belongs to US, the people who
care deeply about Ohio City
and Tremont. We will publish
community news, written entirely by the community. What
this paper is, what it becomes,
and what it does for this place
we love so much, is in our
hands. We now have the power
to tell our own stories with our
own words; we are free to share
all of the amazing things happening here, and free to examine, discuss and debate the difficult issues we face.
It is a unique time in Ohio
City and Tremont. Change
is rapid and frequent, sometimes so much so that it’s
hard to keep up. In the time
I’ve lived in this area, I’ve
seen ignored streets turn into
vibrant pockets, I’ve seen
old neighborhood businesses
burn to the ground. I’ve seen
new buildings built, and old
homes restored to their former beauty. I’ve seen a few
people go and many people
come in. New businesses
seem to pop up almost daily,

many of which are owned by
a person you’ve sat next to at
the bar, coffee shop, or passed
by on the street.
This paper will have power,
the kind that you may not believe in just yet. It’s not the first
of its kind, ‘Observer’ papers
exist in many neighborhoods
close to ours and have had
unbelievable impact on those
places and the people in them.
They connect people, create
opportunities, and put a spotlight on all sides of the important issues that affect everyone.
In addition to sharing news
and stories about our neighborhood, we can use this paper as a platform to show off
all of the amazing and creative
things we do. Within the paper you will be holding in
your hands (and reading online) you’ll find photography,
illustration, fiction, recipes,
gardening tips, comics, business and restaurant reviews
and announcements, alongside news about our schools,
churches, shelters, neighborhood organizations, and stories about the real humans
who make this place what it
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This is Your Paper! Pick it Up!

A few of the many iconic spots in Ohio City and Tremont. Clockwise from left: St. John’s Church,
St. Theodosius, Franklin Castle, “A Christmas Story” House, the Loren Naji Time Capsule, and Olga
Ziemska’s “Dendrite”.

is. This is a real opportunity
to show the world, and each
other, what we’re made of.
Now is the time to start
speaking out for what you believe in. Take the words you
share with your friends and
put them out there so that everyone can join in the conversation. We can’t have a voice as
continued on page 2

The Case For Unique And Creative
Businesss In A Changing City
by Erika Durham, Senior Editor

to me that the business I
started would be heavily
based in the arts. On top of
all that, it certainly doesn't
hurt to be doing this in
Cleveland, where the arts are
a seemingly enormous part
of our culture and economy.
Fast forward to the present, and much has changed.
I now own the business on
my own, and it has become

a bright and thriving part of
the neighborhood in which
it exists. Canopy sits just east
of Platform Beer Co. and the
B&G Tavern, sandwiched in
between two 100+ year old
businesses, Old Fashioned
Hot Dogs and Fredrich Bicycle. These few blocks continue
to be filled in with new businesses, and offer a variety of
continued on page 4

Plans to Move To The
Van Rooy Coffee Building
by Christina Vassallo
SPACES is pleased to
announce the acquisition of
the ground floor of the historic
Van Rooy Coffee Building,
located at 2900 Detroit Avenue. It will join a dynamic
group of small businesses and
nonprofit organizations in the
area, including Transformer
Station, Intermuseum Conservation Association, and The
Music Settlement.
SPACES will occupy 9,300
square feet at the base of the
three-story building. This relocation and renovation effort
will expand on the nonprofit’s success in supporting the
creation and appreciation of
experimental art by increasing

its programmatic spaces, art
production areas, and educational facilities. Plans include a
dedicated classroom space for
community engagement initiatives, artist workshop and
studio areas, 3 galleries with
13-foot ceilings, and rooftop
access with views of Lake Erie
that will provide an inspired
site for film screenings, performances, and social gatherings.
continued on page 11
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I opened a business
called Canopy almost a
year ago with a partner. I
left a well-paying, reliable
job to do so because I felt a
strong desire to try to be my
own boss. With a bachelor's
degree in saxophone performance, a year and many
summers at the Interlochen
Arts Academy, it made sense

SPACES Announces

Favorite places to run in the morning or evening are the bridges between Ohio City, Tremont and Downtown Cleveland, with a view like this it is not hard to see why. A 5 minute
bike ride and you are Downtown, at work, CAVs, Indians or Browns Game, or enjoying more restaurants. If you don’t live here, time to make Ohio City or Tremont your home.
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First Ohio City/Tremont Writers’ Meeting Sets Positive Tone
Something special took place at
LOOP in Tremont on Feb. 23. Gathered in the quaint neighborhood
coffee shop, which features in-house
roasts, works of art and even its own
music store, was a group of writers who
would go on to produce some of the
first pieces for the newly-minted Ohio
City/Tremont Observer.
Attendees of the first official writers’ meeting for the latest member of
the Observer family freely exchanged
ideas for what they wanted to write
about. Editor Erika Durham opened
the meeting by pulling slips out of a
box containing a wealth of suggestions
for the inaugural issue.
There wasn’t a bad idea in the bunch.
Were some a bit unconventional? Yes.
But that is the point and it’s beautiful!
It was clear from the start that this
is not a place where contributors fear
scrutiny or judgment. It is a place free
of status quo to dictate what is a valid
thought and who is relevant.
Some companies like to say similar
things about themselves. Boy, oh boy, do
they like to think of themselves as being
open-minded beacons of enlightenment, influenced by nothing more than
the purest of pure intentions to tell the
truth and be true advocates for the First
Amendment rights of all...as long as
their stakeholders are happy, of course.
But, we’re not talking about them.

photo by Bob Rozboril

by Bob Rozboril

Open writers’ meeting at Loop in Tremont. Residents of Ohio City and Tremont discuss their new paper.

We’re talking about a place where
freedom of expression actually exists
and is open to all members of the community with a mind to exercise it,
regardless of writing background or
lack thereof. And a place like that now
is taking a foothold in Ohio City and
Tremont. It has potential to be something truly special.

The role of the community writers, some of whom may have never
been officially published prior to now,
is to become voices for their community. Unlike traditional publications,
the Observer is not a collection of
works guarded by gatekeepers of what
we are to believe is or is not important.

It is instead a platform for anyone with
a mind and an opinion who has the
will to put their thoughts out there for
others to find, contemplate and, hopefully, feel compelled to share their own
thoughts and ideas pertaining to the
neighborhood in which they live, work
and/or simply enjoy visiting.

photo by Jim O’Bryan

Published monthly with a current circulation of 7,000+ copies. The paper is made available free of charge and can be found at over 100 business locations within the communities of Ohio City and Tremont, and on our website. The views and opinions expressed
in this publication do not necessarily reflect the views and opinions of the publisher and
staff. Copyright 2016 • The Ohio City | Tremont Observer, Inc. All rights reserved. Any
reproduction is forbidden without written permission.
The mission of the Observer is to attract, articulate, and amplify civic
intelligence and community good will in the city of Cleveland and beyond.

Become an Observer!

Open writers’ meeting at Canopy Collective in Ohio City. Board members, along
with Betsy Voinovich (Founder of the Collinwood and Campus District Observer and
Director of Writer Outreach OMP) and Bob Rosenbaum (Editor Heights Observer
and Director of Sales OMP) discuss the history of the Observer Media Project.

Ohio City & Tremont Residents

This is Your Paper! Pick it Up!
continued from page 1

a community without each and every
one of us contributing our own piece.
We live in a place that is still small
enough to have a real personality, together we can grow that personality
into a strong and vibrant community,

a place we’re proud of, and are willing
to stand up for.
Become an Observer

To read stories and opinions created by your community, and to submit
articles, opinions, events, and photographs, visit ohiocityobserver.com

As a product of citizen journalism, The Ohio City | Tremont Observer is looking for people, ages
3-100, to get involved in the paper and the city. We are looking for volunteer writers, photographers, designers, and illustrators to help with the production of the paper. It does not matter if
you are a professional or amateur, our editorial staff will be glad to help you through the process.
Register to our website Member Center where you can submit stories, press releases, letters to
the editor, photos. No need to register to post online calendar or classified ads.

Upcoming Submission Deadline

Publish Date

April 25, 2016
May 25, 2016

May 3, 2016
June 5, 2016\

ohiocityobserver.com – 440.532.1223
3901 Lorain Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44113
The Ohio City | Tremont
Observer is powered by
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DID YOU KNOW...?
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You can help fight chronic
absenteeism in Cleveland by visiting
Get2SchoolCleveland.com and learning more about
the importance of students attending school every day.

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS - Jordan Castro, John Copic, Kim Corrigan, Erika Durham,

Ron Kent II, Amanda Lee, Samuel Mooney, Jeremy Paul, Stacey Pickering, Gabe Pollock,
Jim O’Bryan, Tatiana Roberts, Bob Rozboril, Christina Vassallo, Mike Wendt

CLE VEL AND METROP OLITAN S CHO OL DISTRIC T

Get-to-School-SmallSpaceAds-Collinwood.indd 2

Isn’t it time you went to : http://ohiocityobserver.com/members and signed up to share you
stories, photos, images and ideas with everyone in the community.
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People @ ohicocityobserver.com
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Ohio Ci t y

Canopy

The Case For Unique And Creative Business In A Changing City
Another artist was comissioned to create
a painting for the Akron Art Museum.
The other side of Canopy is the
gallery and event space, where there
have been children's art classes, theater
productions, film screenings, gallery
openings, adult art classes, comedy
shows, dance classes, community
meetings, and more. Essentially making a strong effort to offer affordable
(often free) space for artists in our
area to make their visions into reality.
Until one day, when a dark cloud
came over us. A single human seemed
to be hellbent on doing anything and
everything he could to, at the very

photo by Todd Feichtmeier

continued from page 1
others who have stuck it out through
the difficult times. Canopy is in the
former home of BUCKBUCK Gallery,
who helped establish the space as a hub
for art and artists.
In the year that Canopy has been
open, the shop has grown from representing 25 artists to more than 80. Two
Ohio-made films that showed at the
Cleveland International Film Festival
had some of their first major screenings
at Canopy. One of our artists has gone
from selling her first ever piece of art in
our shop to having her designs sold at
Urban Outfitters all over the country.

What The Cleveland
International Film
Festival Means To Me
by Mike Wendt
I am a freelance filmmaker.
I’m sure some of you might read
that sentence and think to yourself,
“That and a quarter might get you a
cup of coffee, buddy.” There is a lot
of uncertainty when you are a freelancer. When is my next job? Will I
be able to pay the bills this month?
Sure, there are times I struggle,
but I will tell you about the one consistency that I have been fortunate
to have been a part of: every March
and April, I am happily employed
by the Cleveland International Film
Festival. I often describe the the 12
days the festival is held, as the time
to recharge my creative batteries. The
combination of film, mingling with
guest filmmakers, and working with

300 of the coolest people you will ever
meet (most of whom are volunteering
their time) is what brings me back.
As I am writing this, I am getting
ready to head into Tower City for the
final day of the festival. Often when
I approach the end of a job, whether
it be working on a film or in this
case working with the film festival,
I often have an indescribable sense
of nostalgia. While some people may
start or finish a job only a few times
in their life, I may start and finish
a job 20 times a year or more. Each
and every one of them are meaningful in their own way, but this is the
job I look forward to the most. Thank
you Cleveland, for making the 40th
so memorable for me, and I’ll see you
at the 41st.

least, cease all gathering of humans
inside Canopy's walls. This person
brought to my attention, through the
most severe means possible, that I
didn't have all of the permits I needed
to be operating events at Canopy.
Instead of using his vast and detailed
knowledge of the city's building codes
to help business owners get it 'right,'
he chose a path that causes severe risk
to a business's ability to stay open.
Canopy doesn't make money
directly from events. The appeal of
having events is to support artists, but
financially, events bring people into the
shop, and familiarize them with what we
do. Without the ability to hold events,
the shop misses out on potentially hundreds of people each month walking
through the door. While the complaints
filed by the aformentioned human never
directly affected whether or not Canopy
could remain open as a shop, having to
cancel all future events will ultimately
make the business unsustainable, and
would force it to close.
All of this has to beg the question,
WHY? Years ago, a not-to-be-named
representative of the city of Cleveland
told me at least 80% of all businesses in
Cleveland operate without the proper
permitting, which seems to be an invitation for more people to ignore their
legal obligations when opening their
own place. The city is overwhelmed
with the sudden volume of new businesses, while still busy catching up
with tracking down everyone else who
isn't up-to-date. So why would someone who has the knowledge to help
new business owners get through the
permitting process the right way the
first time around, spend his time hunting down businesses who are having a
positive effect on their neighborhood,
who may just honestly not know they
are at fault? I will leave that by saying
your guess is as good as mine.
What needs to happen, and what
realistically should be crusaded by

someone with the knowledge to do so,
is that there should be guidelines created for different types of businesses
that can be easily followed. Instead of
running around City Hall like a chicken
with its head cut off, people could get
from A to Z with their permits feeling
confident that they did it correctly and
without inconveniencing anyone.
Aside from all that, what do we
want to see on our streets? Vacant
storefronts, shuttered buildings, consistent reminders of people trying to
make a living on their own and being
unable to sustain it? I think what we
need is people of all kinds finding
opportunities to own their own business, taking a chance, and with the
support of the people in the neighborhood, finding success in their ventures.
This morning, April 11th, I
stood in front of the Board of Zoning
Appeals, surrounded by people who
believe in Canopy and what it can do
for the neighborhood. We all spoke
about it in our own ways, and ultimately were granted a variance for live
entertainment from the board.
Maybe the laws need a complete
overhaul, maybe there needs to be more
guidance for new business owners,
maybe a combination of the two. What I
can say for sure is that my impression is
that Cleveland's visionaries for what we
want our city to be, might just be a few
steps ahead of what is on paper. That's
what makes it so important to stand up
and make our case when confronted
with these types of issues. If what works
for all of us is something that doesn't fit
comfortably into the bounds of the law
as is, maybe it's time for change.
Erika Durham is the Editor
in Chief of the Ohio City/Tremont
Observer. She is the owner of Canopy Collective in Ohio City. Although
she holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in
Classical Saxophone, she has largely
worked in counseling and small business management.

He: Professional Clown
and Balloon Twister
She: Circus-Trained Face Painter

Book us
for your
next event!

Birthday Parties, Company Picnics,
Street Fairs, Block Parties,
Family Reunions and More

DID YOU KNOW...?
When CMSD students miss 10 or more
days of school their scores on state
reading tests drop by an average of 12 points.

Flower
Entertainment
1.440.944.0728

Get2SchoolCleveland.com
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Finney and Clara!
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Gentrification vs. Immersion
by Ron Kent II

Are we opportunistic for our own
gain or are we using our opportunities
to contribute to the well-being of others?
There’s been a meme floating
around social media for some time. It
reads,“When you have more than you
need, build a bigger table not a bigger
fence.”
There’s a serious danger when it
comes to neighborhood revitalization
efforts, for outsiders to come in with
plans and handouts, with the expectation that great things can/will happen.
Hope is an inherently good value.
The deciding factor that shifts hope
from positive to negative is formed by

the things we choose to put our hope
in.
We’ve been taught to hope in/for
the American dream. I believe we are
living in a time where the formative
generation is beginning to distrust that
this dream is imperative. Many people I come across seem to simply exist
and go through the motions as if they
are living out another person’s dream
for their life. We’ve been taught to set
ourselves up for comfort. To gather as
much as we can so we can rest easier as
time presses on.
The quote above is so widely
spread because it hits us at an honest
continued on page 10

Thank You Tremont And
Ohio City Residents

Sneak Peek! Brickhaus Plans
For OHC/Duck Island Spotted

To all of my dear friends, and soon to be friends in Tremont and Ohio City:
Thank you for reaching out to the Observer Media Project to help you get your
news, opinions and information out into these historic and booming communities.
This marks the 10th printed paper in this history-making project, and I cannot think
of two communities more deserving.
What we found out over a decade ago was that while news is important, it is not
as important as what that news brings, and how it ripples through a community. If
there are new facts, then how do we make sense of them? If there are new ideas, how
can we vet them and figure out how they will affect our community?
As Cleveland reinvents itself, the Observer has always been a place for you to
jump in and join. Share your stories, images, photos, dreams and fears. It is all fair
game in this act of love and respect from the residents, businesses, and organizations working to build and define their community TOGETHER! peace/love

Well, the plans for the new "One West 20" development on the edge of Ohio
City in "Duck Island" have been spotted. While walking past the developer Andrew
Brickman, president of Brickhaus Partners, one of our people noticed that he was
checking out some plans and snapped a few photos. Later when he saw the photos,
Andrew confirmed that yes these are the early drawings, but the plans have not
been released publicly.
Andrew agreed to let us publish the photos for the 500-unit apartments that
feature one and two bedroom living spaces with garage parking, and live work
space on the first floor for retail artisans.
Brickhaus has been responsible for some of the most cutting-edge designs in
Little Italy, Lakewood and Rocky River to name but a few successful projects.
Stay tuned to hear about when they go on sale. Or call Brickhaus now at
216360.8313 and reserve yours.

by Jim O’Bryan, Founder of the Observer Media Project

by Jim O'Bryan

Cleveland’s Public Schools...
the RIGHT CHOICE for your child!

Choosing the right school is the most important step your child will take toward college and careers.

Choose NOW.

ChooseCMSD.org
216.838.3675

ClevelandMetroSchools.org

Alternative Media By And For The People @ ohicocit yobserver.com
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Good L i v ing
by Stacey Pickering
Spring is here! Everything’s popping up, sprouting out, and coming
to life in all of its brilliance and
fecundity, and while I’m certainly
excited, there’s still a sluggish part
of me that wants to resist leaving my
quiet winter cave. In the past, to help
me shift my internal landscape, I’ve
tried cleanses, and I’ve felt starved,
and I’ve panicked, and they didn’t
last and didn’t help. But I wanted to
do something to ease the discomfort of the seasonal transition and
refresh my system, and when I found
the simple, nourishing Ayurvedic
kitchari cleanse, I knew I was home.
The kitchari cleanse, derived
from the ancient Indian health system of Ayurveda, can help guide
one’s digestive system back to its
natural, balanced state in just three
days, and is appropriate for all constitutions. Kitchari nourishes and
cleanses the body with a mono-diet
of white rice and mung beans. This
allows the body, mind, and spirit
to actually rest and renew, whereas
the feeling of starvation that often
accompanies other cleanses can
induce stress and send the body into
a counterproductive survival mode,
causing it to store toxic fat rather
than get rid of it.
Mung beans are alkalizing and detoxifying, and when
combined with white rice, form a
complete protein. Warming spices
feed the digestive fire, and ghee
(butter from which the milk solids
have been removed) lubricates the

system, allowing for smooth assimilation. If you are vegan and find
kitchari drying (a sign of this is constipation), add coconut oil in lieu of
ghee.
A few additional things to
consider:
If you can’t stomach the
idea of beans and rice for breakfast, it’s perfectly okay to substitute
a cooked grain like oatmeal or quinoa. If you’re like me and can’t seem
to survive without snacks, try to
leave at least two hours between
meals for digestion, and then eat
stewed fruit like apples, figs & apricots, or blanched almonds. (Feel free
to email me for recipes/instructions,
or with any questions regarding the
cleanse).
Consider your environment
while cleansing. Do your best to create peaceful surroundings to support
this important time of restorative
self-care. Be mindful and use this
time to express quiet gratitude for
your nourishment & health. Take
candle lit Epsom salt baths. Massage
yourself with oil. Indulge in loving
you.
Additional cleansing can be
achieved with the use of triphala, an
Ayurvedic detoxifying & replenishing herbal blend, which is available
in tablet or powder form at health
food stores or online.
Drink plenty of room temperature or warm water (with
lemon, even better!) and herbal teas,
especially detoxifying teas like dandelion root, & digestive teas like

photo by Jim O’Bryan

Spring Cleaning for Your Whole Being

OCTO’s and Cleveland’s world famous market, the historic West Side Market on
Lorain and West 25th Street.

ginger root
Do only gentle exercise
during the cleanse, like yoga and
walking. Don’t strain yourself physically, as your body is already working
hard to make the most of the simple
nourishment you are giving it.
You may experience mild
cleansing symptoms such as headaches
& fatigue as toxins leave your system.
Make sure to drink plenty of water to
support the process.
Give yourself a day (or more!)
after the cleanse before adding back
things like coffee, alcohol and meat.

The basic recipe:

1 cup split yellow mung beans,
soaked overnight
1 cup white basmati rice (rinsed &
ideally soaked for an hour)
3 Tbsp ghee or coconut oil
2-3 cups root vegetables (sweet
potatoes, turnips, carrots, etc), sliced
or chopped evenly
½ bunch leafy greens (kale, collard greens, swiss chard), de-stemmed
& sliced thin
½ tsp yellow mustard seeds
½ tsp cumin seeds
½ tsp ground turmeric
¼ tsp ground coriander
¼ tsp ground ginger
8 cardamom pods
1 lemon or lime, juiced
½ tsp sea salt, or, to taste
6 c water for beans
2 c boiling water for rice
Optional garnishes:

fresh cilantro
lightly toasted sesame, sunflower,
or pumpkin seeds
lime lemon juice
shredded coconut

Instructions:

Drain & rinse beans. In a pot,
heat 2 Tbsp ghee or oil with mustard
& cumin seeds, & 4 cardamom pods
until seeds begin popping. Add & stir
coriander, ginger & beans until coated.
Add 6 cups water & bring to boil.
Reduce to simmer & cook for about 45
minutes, until mung beans are mostly
cooked. Add root vegetables & salt &
cook for 15-20 minutes. Add greens &
cook 5 minutes. Turn off heat & add
citrus juice.
While cooking beans, drain rice.
Heat 1 Tbsp ghee or oil with cardamom pods in rice pot for about 30
seconds, then add rice & stir for 1 or
2 minutes, until lightly toasted but not
browning. Add boiling water & boil
rice for 5 minutes, uncovered. Cover &
reduce to simmer for about 10 minutes,
until liquid is absorbed.
Serve beans over rice, topped with
garnishes, including more melted ghee
or oil if desired.
Give thanks. Take your time.
Enjoy!
Stacey Pickering
Reiki, Reflexology, & Polarity
Therapist; Detox/Lifestyle Coach;
Personal Chef
wellnesswithstaceyp@gmail.com

COMPLETE ELECTRICAL REPAIR
22350 Lorain Road • Fairview Park • 440-734-3838
Mon-Fri 8-5 & Sat 8-12
CAR STEREOS • REMOTE STARTS • ALARMS

DID YOU KNOW...?
Missing 10 or more days of school in early
grades can keep a child from developing the
necessary skills to meet Ohio’s Third Grade
Reading Guarantee – a requirement for being
promoted to the fourth grade.

Get2SchoolCleveland.com
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Attendance Campaign On Pace To Hit Target
by John Copic
With one grading period left in
the school year, CMSD’s attendance
campaign is on track to achieve its
goal of reducing chronic absenteeism by 10 percent.
The “Get to School! You Can
Make It!” campaign, launched in
July, is designed to prevent students from missing 10 or more days
in a school year. Students who had
missed more than seven days by the
end of the third quarter were considered to be at risk of exceeding
the threshold.
When the third quarter ended
this month, 53.2 percent of District students had missed seven or
fewer days. That compares with an
average of 47.3 percent at the same
point the previous three years. In
a district with 38,525 students, the
difference is 2,273 more students.
For CMSD to remain on a
course to hit the target, more than
52.6 percent had to be on track in
attendance at the end of the quarter.
Chronic absenteeism is a problem facing schools nationwide.
Some districts define chronic as
missing 20 or more days, but Chief
Executive Officer Eric Gordon said
CMSD wanted to set a more rigid
standard.
The campaign message is
plastered on billboards and yard
signs and featured on radio spots.
Volunteers have canvassed neighborhoods to talk to families, and
they work phones on Thursday
nights, calling parents to see if the
District can assist with issues that
make it difficult for their children
to get to school.
The Cleveland Browns have
served as a lead partner, with contributions that include having
players visit schools and record
videos and automated phone calls
and with a pro-attendance message. In a call made to all students’
homes Sunday night, all-pro offensive tackle Joe Thomas encouraged
students to keep going to school
during this three-day week before
spring break.

St. James Anglican
Catholic Church

1861 East 55th St.
at Payne Ave. in Cleveland
Sung Mass 10:30 a.m. Sundays
Consult our website for additional
information and services
www.saintjamescleveland.com
216-431-3252

In December, the Cleveland
Browns Foundation and the American Dairy Association Midwest
awarded $10,000 to Wade Park
School for achieving the largest increase in breakfasts served
among participating CMSD schools
during a week in late November.
The schools added hot breakfasts
as an attendance incentive.
On Dec. 17, the day before the
first semester ended, McDonald’s
franchisee Herb Washington gave
207 bicycles to students who had

dramatically improved their attendance and academic achievement
from the first half of the previous
school year. That was one bike for a
sixth-, seventh- and eighth-grader
in each of the District’s PreK-8 and
K-8 schools.
Radio One is sponsoring a
series of surprise “pop-up” parties
for schools with outstanding attendance.
In the past, nearly two-thirds
of CMSD schools reported that
more than half of their students

missed 10 or more days in a year.
District data shows that CMSD
students with 10 or more absences
are 9 percent less likely to meet
Ohio’s Third Grade Reading Guarantee, required for promotion to
fourth grade. They score an average of 12 points lower on state
reading tests and 15 points lower
in math; high school students are
34 percent less likely to graduate.
To learn more and sign a
pledge supporting the campaing,
go to get2schoolcleveland.com

Help us reshape the treatment
for Alzheimer’s disease
Are you, or is someone you know, diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease
AND is donepezil the current treatment?
Why join the STARBEAM Study?

To be able to join the STARBEAM
study you must be:

• You might be able to help with a clinical research
study looking at a potential new treatment for mildto-moderate Alzheimer’s disease

• diagnosed with probable Alzheimer’s disease

• You will receive the best standard of study-related
medical care
• You may receive an investigational treatment,
designed to help improve memory, thinking and
reasoning
• All study-related medicines and consultations during
the study will be free of charge and reasonable travel,
parking and food expenses will be paid

• aged 50 years and over
• able to communicate with study doctors
• have a caregiver who can communicate with study
doctors and will join you during every visit
• able to walk, independently or assisted
• free from other conditions which affect mental
ability, such as schizophrenia or Parkinson’s disease
• taking a drug containing donepezil for at least
6 months

If this is you, or someone you know, we would like to hear from you!

For full details about what is involved and
to find out if you might be suitable to
take part in the STARBEAM Study, please
contact
Lou Ruvo Center for Brain Health
9500 Euclid Avene, U-10

(877) 662-9162
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Know Your Neighbor. Love Your Neighbor

Bob: “Lorain Avenue’s
Hotdog Vendor”

Your best friend just
asked you to be her
health care power of
attorney.
Now what?

Bob, manning his hot dog stand near the parking lot of Unique, Lorain Ave. and
Fulton Rd. Stop by and say hi! Photo: Billy Delphs

by Ron Kent II
His name is Bob. There’s a fantastic chance you know who he is already.
Better yet, there is a fantastic chance
that you know of him already. After
all, we are learning together that to be
“known of” and to be “known” are
two different things. Our goal with
this project is to put names to the faces,
and share stories that go along with the
individuals.
Bob is much more than a
hotdog vendor. Talking with Bob I
realized that he is sort of a quiet staple.
He is a sponge. He stands at one of the
most highly trafficked spots on Lorain
Ave., right in front of the Unique Thrift
Store and gets to know the community. He told me, “In order to do this
job, you really need to like people. I’m
a people person.” Bob was born and
raised in Cleveland, so like many of us
is out there dedicated day in and day
out, rain or shine for the most part.
Not sure if you noticed but he was out
there all winter as well. “I think I only
missed ten days.”, he tells me, as the
sirens blazed by.
He is a man we can learn lessons from. As the sirens blazed past us
he told me about how he sees every-

thing that happens. Between the “mini
skid row” as he calls it with the homeless hang out a couple blocks down, the
drugs and prostitution surrounding,
and even witnessing the bank across the
street being robbed, Bob has decided to
be a man for the people. Many vendors
might leave the area but he is devoted
to the regulars, devoted to the community, and devoted to making new
friends. He admits at the same time he
looks forward to retirement. I hope he
sticks around. He is a man with a lot of
good stories to share. He also told me a
secret about corned beef in Cleveland.
You’ll have to find that one out from
him though.
I learned you can pull up
to him like drive through. As a lady
swung through to grab a polish boy on
the go he told us his favorite joke to ask
customers is, “Is this for here or to go?”
That was the moment the thought hit
me, “I should probably sit on this guard
rail and make it for here more often.”
Let’s keep taking time to know and be
known by our neighbors. After all, our
neighborhood is a beautiful place with
beautiful people. But we never know it
until we do more than scratch the surface. Thanks for the lesson Bob.

Now, sit down and
have a real discussion
about what she wants if the worst happens. Would
she want to be kept alive no matter what? What if she
was no longer able to breathe on her own; if she was
permanently unconscious?
By completing her health care power of attorney
and living will, she is taking control of her healthcare
decisions. As her health care power of attorney, you will
be her voice if she can’t speak for herself.
After her advance directives are complete, ask her to
return the favor. After all, that’s what besties are for.
Visit hospicewr.org/decisions for helpful information,
videos and free downloads.

NORTHERN OHIO’S HOSPICE OF CHOICE

Alternative Media By And For The People @ ohicocityobserver.com
800.707.8922 |

hospicewr.org |

/hospicewr
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Sandwich Dungeons
Recently I’ve been eating 1-3 sandwiches per day. Since I’m scared to go
into the same sandwich shop more than
once daily, I’ve been cycling through
the few sandwich shops I like. Here are
some thoughts about each place.

Market At The Fig

Ever since I moved to Cleveland
from LA, I’ve enjoyed going to Market at the Fig. They have fancy cheeses
and crackers and stuff like that, and
good sandwiches too. I usually get the
Maple Bacon Chicken sandwich. My
girlfriend likes the beet one and my
friend Christophe likes the ham one
I’m pretty sure.
The last time I tried to get sandwiches from Market at the Fig, I was
sitting in Cleveland Tea Revival with
some friends. We wanted to get sandwiches to bring back to the tea shop and
eat, but when my friend called to order,

the lady who answered the phone said
they were out of sandwiches. I didn’t
believe him, so I called, and the lady who
answered said that they ran out of bread.

The Grocery

I’ve really enjoyed the Club and
Ham-and-Swiss sandwiches, which are
my “go-to” if one or the other is premade in the fridge. If both are pre-made,
I usually get the Club. If I have to ask
them to make one, I order the Club, but
on the bread that the Ham-and-Swiss
usually comes on, which I’m pretty sure
is called a baguette. Bon apetit!

Herb’n Twine
I really like their Italian sandwich.
I don’t know what capicola, soppressata, proscuitto, or mortadella are, but
the Italian at Herb’n Twine has all of
that, and more, on it. It looks pretty
much like a regular Italian though, so
if you look at the menu and feel unsure

photo by Jim O’Bryan

by Jordan Castro

Crop Bistro offers a spectacular experience in old Ohio City. Glamour with a neu
menu, and fabulous prices for lunch.

at first, like I did, don’t be: I’m pretty
sure those words just mean like, ham
and salami and cheese or whatever.
Delicious!
I also like their Vegetable sandwich. It’s one of the most beautiful
sandwiches I’ve ever seen in my travels.
Inside Herb’n Twine, there is a

gigantic painting, and if you look at
your reflection in it, the painting looks
even bigger. Also, their high tables are
bigger, in terms of surface area, than
any other high table I’ve sat at, I think.
Recommend sitting at one of the high
tables across from the painting and
looking at yourself. Pure home run!

photo by Jim O’Bryan

OK, here is your chance, now tell us about
your favorite place or places to eat in and around
Ohio City and Tremont. We know we have some
of the trendiest places, but we also have some of the
old school coolest places too, all of them offering
an incredible selection of food, drink, ambience,
and good times. We want to hear about it. Go to
ohiocityobserver.com and click on Member Center, sign up, and send in your story. You could win
lunch for two at one of your favorite restaurants!
The OCTO NEVER SHARES MEMBER’S PERSONAL INFORMATION, and we will not fill your
notifications with hundreds of alerts.
We always respect your participation!
Tremont’s classic drink and dinner hideaway, The Prosperity Social Club

SERVING FRESH BAGELS DAILY TO COFFEE SHOPS AND RETAIL LOCATIONS AROUND THE CITY.
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE A SPECIAL ORDER GO TO CLEBAGELCO.COM
Proud sponsor of community papers for the 3 days now.
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Good L i v ing
Cleveland Metropolitan School District
Students Present “Kiss Me Kate” For The
17th Annual All-City Musical April 22-24
by John Copic

The Cleveland Metropolitan
School District will present the 17th
annual All-City Musical April 22 –
24 at the Ohio Theatre on Playhouse
Square.
The production of “Kiss Me Kate,”
with the music of Cole Porter, will feature the talents of nearly 50 CMSD
studentsfrom across the District. Note:
The performance dates are one month
earlier than in previous years.
Kimberly Sias, Director of AllCity Arts, directs the production.
The Musical Theater Project joins the
Human Fund this year as a producing
partner.
The musical is presented with
generous support from The Helen F.
and Louis Stolier Family Foundation,
The Edwin D. Northrop II Fund, The
George Gund Foundation and Playhouse Square. Community partners
include the City of Cleveland.
“Kiss Me Kate” is a fun, melodious, and sophisticated production best
described as “a musical within a musical.” The production draws source
material from Shakespeare’s “Taming
of the Shrew.” The cast plays a present-day theatrical troupe performing a

musical adaptation of the Shakespearean classic in Baltimore. But we learn
very quickly that each cast member’s
on-stage life is complicated by what
happens offstage.
David Thomas will serve as musical director for the All-City production.
Kevin Marr II and Jessica Spurlock will
create thechoreography. Inda BlatchGeib will design costumes and Colleen
Albrecht will design lights.
The musical will open at 7:30 p.m.
on Friday, April 22. The production
will continue with a Saturday evening
showing at 7:30 p.m. and a closing matinee performance on Sunday at 3 p.m.
All tickets are $15 and all seating
is general admission. Tickets are available by phone at (216) 241-6000, online
at www.playhousesquare.org and at the
Playhouse Square Ticket Office.
“Kiss Me Kate” originally played
for 1,077 performances on Broadway
at the New Century Theatre and for
501 performances in London at the
Coliseum Theatre. The original production, which starred Alfred Drake,
Patricia Morison, Lisa Kirk and Harold
Lang, earned five Tony Awards for Best
Musical, Best Produced Show, Best
Script, Best Score, and Best Costumes.

Gentrification vs. Immersion
Continued from page 5
crossroads. We are realizing the dream
that was dreamt up for us by our predecessors was incomplete. There is a deep
longing to share what we have within
community. Be it our thoughts, goods,
time, and so on, we want other people
to share in that.
My point is, as we continue to grow
in this dope Ohio City/Tremont subcity of Cleveland, we have to reprioritize
the “fruits of opportunity” that brought
us here. The temptation with gentrification is to assume that our presence in
a community is an automatic blessing,
and our renovation equals a community’s revitalization. We hope the things
we give back to a community who
appears to have less, materialistically
speaking, is a job well done. Gentrification seeks to conform the culture of
society to itself.
Digging a little deeper I might say,
when you are on the winning side of

Once you turn it on sometimes it is
impossible to turn off.

the struggle, will you continue to fight
for yourself or will you begin to fight
for the victory of others?
Gentrification will only further
the divide. It creates a harsh contrast.
A juxtaposition. To be present in the
city and not be one of, strengthens
the positions of “have and have not”.
Immersion on the other hand dissolves the line. Immersion says, “We
are people who have much to learn
from each other. You are inherently
valuable and worth getting to know.”
What we need to do is get to
know people. What we need to do is
build our table, and instead of using
it as a platform for hand out, use it as
a platform for relationship with our
neighbors. Relationship provides us
with the opportunity to learn, discover, and, if we are so blessed, to
teach on occasion. When we learn and
understand the hopes and dreams of
our neighbors, we will be in a better
position to look out for their wellbeing. Same as we would want anyone
to be a good neighbor and look out for
us. It’s the art of immersion. The art
of becoming, not just one of, but one.
Personally, my faith pushes me to
oneness. Though, it doesn’t take much
digging to realize that racism, classism, sexism, or just a general lack of
unity takes a crushing toll on the heart
of society.
Let’s figure out how to use our
time, our talents, and our treasures to
assist in the togetherness of our small
pocket of Cleveland.
So. Who’s well being are you
working for, other than your own?

Theater Ninjas Decipher
The Beauty And Brutality Of
Digital Life In “Broken Codes”
by Jeremy Paul
Theater Ninjas, the food truck
of Cleveland theater, continue their
tenth year of out-of-the-ordinary
experiences with Broken Codes, an
immersive performance of new works
melding dance, theater, music, video
art, and game design with stories of
digital life. This collection of multimedia short-form work by Cleveland
artists highlights the conflicted relationship between technology and
modern life, exploring the themes of
women in tech, artificial intelligence,
and the evolutionary effects of the
internet.
Running from May 5 to 21 at the
Rising Star Roastery, Broken Codes
features a mixture of art forms using a
grab-bag of styles and stories, each one
providing a different perspective into
the modern landscape of smart phones,
social media, and the ways technology
is changing who we are and how we
connect: audiences might watch Pandora Robertson’s “Codebreakers,” a
short play about three rookie female
analysts thrown into the deep end of
WWII cryptology at Britain’s Bletchley Park, then listen to composer Eric
M. C. Gonzalez’s 360º chronology
of electronic sound featuring violin,
tape music, electronic synthesis, digital sampling, and interactive computer

music before choosing to play “Broken
Nodes,” Christopher Hisey and Ryan
Lucas’ game of creating and refining
your own artificial intelligence.
Broken Codes showcases an
impressive roster of local Cleveland
creators including Marcia Custer, Lauren Joy Fraley, Eric M. C. Gonzalez,
Christopher Hisey, Val Kozlenko, Ryan
Lucas, Jeremy Paul, and Pandora Robertson.
Broken Codes, May 5-21, thurssat+mon @ 8pm, Rising Star Coffee
Roastery, 3617 Walton Ave, 44113. Tickets $10-$25 at www.theaterninjas.com

4125 LORAIN AVENUE • CLEVELAND, OHIO 44113
216.202.1386

www.platformbeerco.com
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A Chain of Demons: On the Politics of Abuse
by Samuel Mooney
Let’s take a second to breathe. All
of us. Collectively. You deserve that.
I write while listening to Steve
Reich’s music often, because it calms
my brain down. That’s what I’m doing
now. It has patterns. They interlay and
correspond and pontificate. That is
exactly what I’m writing about.
Now.
To the important part. Everyone
settled? Let’s talk about abuse. Yes. The
elephant in the room that our elders
told us wasn’t a topic of discussion.
Why? Because they’ve experienced it.
And it is hard. And it is detrimental.
And it spirals out of control unless
there is someone or something to make
it stop. Sound familiar?
I’d like to talk about how, much
like other things (gravity, anyone?!
Who knew?!) abuse comes in waves.
It is often the result of prior abuse,
and unless we have the ability to end
the cycle, we only have the capacity to
allow it to snowball or fizzle out. The
ball is in our court, ultimately, when
we are abused in some way or another.
It is applicable to all forms of abuse,
whether physical, mental, sexual, or
anything in between the blurred lines.
This is, in particular, a message
that I would like to deliver to men with
the unwillingness to listen. I was told
once to “go forth and tell [my] brothers”. In fact I was told multiple times.
Why? Because cisgender* men are often
told that it is weak to have a capacity for
feeling. That if your rage isn’t taken out
exactly as such, that you are weak. And
here I am, feeling incredibly strong,
having grown up without the influence
of a (likely abusive, I can’t be the one to
say) biological father. Instead, I grew up
loved. So much. By a wonderful family. Who in the face of adversity have
always chosen to love one another. And
everyone around them. Always. No
matter what. And that’s what I want to
take away from my upbringing. When
confronted with a child who in many
cases would have been aborted, my
Grandparents quite simply said “Great!
A baby!” and helped raise me alongside my wonderful Mother. Who many
of you know is nothing but a tremendously caring and strong human being.
Unfortunately, many of us are not

raised with love as the centerpiece of our
upbringing. Love and hate are far too
close together in our brains. Some of
us are resented and pushed down, and
taught to hate ourselves and who we are
and our ability to grow and thrive. When
was the last time you saw a plant that grew
without water or sunlight or air? It doesn’t
happen often. But sometimes it does. And
let me tell you something about that plant.
That is a strong plant. If it survives. But
that is the hard part. Survival.
When someone is abused their
brains respond as best as they can to
maintain the health of their body.
Sometimes this results in a catatonic
state of non-response. I’ve been there. It
isn’t fun. Sometimes it results in a lashing out of sorts at the people they love.
I’ve been there too. It isn’t fun. But ultimately what matters is what we take
away from all of it. This abuse comes
in all forms, whether it be something
as simple as cat-calling on the streets
because you’ve decided someone’s body
is yours to dictate— “Why don’t you
smile, baby?!” comes to mind often—
or fully taking ownership of someone’s
body without their permission. Why
do people, and often afab (assignedfemale-at-birth) people not smile in
public? Sometimes it’s because there is
nothing to fucking smile about. Sometimes things are fucking awful. And
why do you of all people deserve a smile
from someone who doesn’t owe you
anything? You don’t. That’s not your
smile to take. That is someone’s body.
Not yours. Go do something with your
own goddamn body and stop telling
someone else what to do with theirs.
These varieties of abuse can start
with something many view as insignificant, something verbal, a hug that
wasn’t asked for, but they all can contribute to something much larger in
those of us who have experienced
abuse, and this is the loss of hope. “The
vilest thing you can do to a human, is
steal hope from them.” Abuse is something that we can all bounce back
from, unless we can’t. This kills people.
In many ways. Whether it be a very
real homicide or the resulting suicide.
These are all murders. Don’t forget to
protect yourself.
As I type these things out I get
angry. I punch keys a little heavier than

LET’S TALK TRASH:
• DUMPSTER ON WHEELS
• NO DAMAGE TO YARD
OR CONCRETE
• FLAT RATE!
• 15 YD CAPACITY

I did when I started writing. And that
brings me to my next point. We are all
angry. We have a million reasons to be.
But what matters is what we do with
that anger. Therapy taught me that
pent up aggression is not necessarily a
curse, but potentially a gift. Sometimes
you can utilize it as a tool for your own
benefit, and potentially the benefit of
others. Turn it into art. Do you need
to hit something? You might. We’re
human, and that’s all that can be said
about that. But try hitting something
that can’t feel. People with patterns
of abuse often think that “something
that can’t feel” includes people without the capacity to feel anymore. They
prey on the weak. They seek it out.
They think that that’s the time to act
and “help” because they don’t realize that they aren’t actually “helping”
but rather pushing an already broken
person down deeper into a hole of disrepair. And that’s where love comes in.
Ask yourself “is what I’m doing truly
out of the love for another person, or
is it out of selfishness? Am I trying to
help someone? Or am I upset that I
want what I can’t have?”
All of these questions are essentially the surrounding questions behind
the concept of consent. Did you ask that
person if you could love them exactly

the way that you love them? Did they
agree to be loved by you in that way?
Checking yourself is healthy behavior.
For you and the people around you.
Love yourself first, and then you might
have the capacity to love someone else.
But please, for the sake of everyone,
don’t you dare take your damaged past
out on the person that you keep telling
yourself that you love so much.
This is a message to everyone.
To abusive people. To loving people.
We’re all in the same boat. It’s hard
to try to keep it afloat when we’re all
paddling in different directions. And
I hope this isn’t perceived as apologist
language. We all need help to be able
to love the people in our lives fully and
truly. Some more than others. Some at
certain times and not others. It’s a constant ebb and flow of emotion and our
capacity to feel when we can and when
our bodies tell us that it just isn’t the
time for feeling.
Someone who I was very close
to during a time of her abuse, albeit
unknown to both of us (hindsight is
always 20/20) told me after the fact
that “time does most of the work”
And that’s all we really need. Time
to work on ourselves. And then time to
work on the people we truly and sincerely love, because they deserve it.
Because that is the truest act of loving
someone.
Love, Samuel

SPACES Announces
Plans to Move To The Van Rooy Coffee Building
continued from page 1
SPACES has secured its future
through a purchase agreement with
Fred and Laura Ruth Bidwell, whose
successful track record of investing
in the neighborhood is evidenced
through the Transformer Station, a
contemporary art space that draws
from their photography collection
and also serves as the Cleveland
Museum of Art’s contemporary art
outpost on the west side of Cleveland.
With 100% invested commitment from the board and staff,
SPACES has embarked on a capital campaign with a goal of $2.475
for acquisition, construction, furnishings and equipment, and
program-related expenses. An additional goal of $1.025 million is for
the SPACES Future Fund, which
comprises a cash reserve and endowment. To date, SPACES has raised
over $1.4 million, including a lead
gift in the form of a $500,000 challenge grant from The George Gund
Foundation, which has supported

SPACES’ cutting-edge programs and
operations since 1997.
Since arriving in Playhouse
Square 38 years ago, SPACES has
become an important promoter of
contemporary art and artists in
Cleveland and beyond. SPACES has
welcomed hundreds of thousands of
visitors with exhibitions, outreach
initiatives, and one-of-a-kind programming. With a permanent home
in Ohio City, SPACES will serve as
an inclusive cultural catalyst in a
diverse part of the city, and a launch
pad for projects by established and
emerging artists.
SPACES will close its doors at its
current location on Superior Viaduct
in November 2016. Construction on
the first f loor of the Van Rooy Coffee building will begin as early as the
end of May, with a target for a grand
opening scheduled for January 2017.
\Visit www.SPACElift.SPACESgallery.org to learn more about the
project and contribute to the capital
campaign.

Reserve a trailer at

www.chuckitcontainers.com

1432 WEST 29TH STREET
OHIO CITY 44113

or call Chuck at

216-441-3333

DID YOU KNOW...?
When CMSD students miss 10 or more
days of school their scores on state
reading tests drop by an average of 12 points.
Get2SchoolCleveland.com

CLE VEL AND METROP OLITAN S CHO OL DISTRIC T

Get-to-School-SmallSpaceAds-Collinwood.indd
4
Alternative Media By And For The
People @ ohicocit yobserver.com
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OCTO ARTIST OF THE MONTH

Christophe Kochheiser

by Jordan Castro
Christophe Kochheiser is my
favorite visual artist in Cleveland. I
don't have a language for talking about
visual art, or any art, in terms of "quality" or "value" beyond saying things
like "I like it" or "seems [adjective],"
because I don't think there is "good" or
"bad" in art, and because I don't know
the difference between "art" and "not
art." What I can talk about however
is my experience with and reaction to
Kochheiser's work.
When I look at paintings, mixed
media, and drawings, by the selfdescribed "uneducated visual artist," I
feel emotional and intellectually stimulated to a larger degree than I do when
I look at other things. Many of Kochheiser's pieces, or most of the pieces I'm
drawn to, rather, feel painful to me, or
like they were created from some sort
of cognitive dissonance or emotional
turmoil. Even the pieces that seem

more playful to me feel like they're
expressing less of a "happy-go-lucky"
thing, but more of a complicated kindness in the context of said suffering.
Always, though, Kochheiser's pieces
feel refreshingly relatable and real.
Yesterday I sat at Cleveland Tea
Revival trying to ask Christophe some
interview questions, and, for the most
part, he was entirely uninterested in
answering them. "I don't know. I just
make stuff," he said, when I asked
him to describe his art. I looked at a
section in some magazine where the
interviewer asked fashion designers
from Cleveland things like "How does
Cleveland influence your art?" and
"What are your thoughts on the local
scene?" I thought about asking him
things like that just to finish this piece
and be done with it, but when I asked
him to talk about things like the local
art scene, he looked at me laughing and
said "No, that's stupid."

The Fixers
by Amanda Lee

As Cleveland prepares to host the
2016 Republican National Convention, local artist Kate Sopko is crafting
a collaborative public art project called
The Fixers to ask what Clevelanders
invested in urban vitality and social
equity would show RNC delegates if
they had the chance.
The trailer for the project is here:
www.thefixerscleveland.com
In journalism, a fixer is a well-networked local a foreign correspondent
hires to help them get quick entry into
a story. The Fixers is filming Clevelanders who culturally operate like
fixers as they take us into the middle of
their stories.
Seven short films will be released
serially May 20-July 21, through

national, local and social media, and
a series of screenings and public dialogues around The Fixers will be held
at venues around Cleveland. The Fixers
aims to deepen the conversation catalyzed by the RNC, by directly asking
Clevelanders about where we live and
how public policy impacts our lives.
Full information about who the
fixers are will not be released until
May.
Film-makers Robert Banks,
Angela Beallor, Chelsie Corso, Tom
Laffay, Elizabeth Press and Paul Sobota
are producing the short films.
The Fixers will be exhibited at
SPACES (Cleveland, OH) from May
20-July 29 and at Smack Mellon (New
York, NY) from June 18-July 31.
Visit www.thefixerscleveland.com
for more information.

Bop Stop Update
by Gabe Pollack
BOP STOP at The Music Settlement is Cleveland's premier listening
room: an intimate, acoustically pristine performance venue with sweeping
views of Lake Erie.
Check out our upcoming performances here!
WINNER of the FOX 8 BUZZ LIST
"Nightlife Spots" category
WINNER of Scene Magazine's
"Best of Cleveland: BEST JAZZ CLUB"
Donated to The Music Settlement
in late 2013, BOP STOP is the place to
see high-quality up-and-coming and
well-established acts on the near-West
side. All programming is booked by
the staff at The Music Settlement; with
a century's worth of musical expertise, you can be sure that a night out at
the BOP STOP is always worthwhile.
While the programming is mostly jazz,
the club also presents classical music,
experimental music, rock, bluegrass,
blues, and even hosts a monthly com-
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edy show the first Wednesday of every
month.
Additionally, when you buy tickets for a BOP STOP show, or buy food
and drinks at our venue, your purchase
helps to support The Music Settlement
and its many programs. Featuring
tiered seating and an open floor plan,
there's not a bad seat in the house. We
also have a free parking lot adjacent to
the building.
We are happy to feature artwork from local artists. BOP STOP at
The Music Settlement also partners
with Cleveland Culinary Launch and
Kitchen to showcase local chefs and
local food. Arrive early for snacks and
drinks at the beautiful bar. Food service begins 30 minutes prior to each
performances and continues through
the evening.
The Music Settlement is also holding classes for music instruction, music
therapy, and arts for the young at the
BOP STOP.
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Dear Carla,
I have a serious problem. I was
with one of my best friends for the
past two years, I wanted badly to be
exclusive with him, he always wanted
to keep the distance. Eventually I got
sick of waiting for him to come around
and broke it off. We were still friends
but no more sex, no more feelings, no
more crying. I started dating another
guy I met at the restaurant where I
work. He’s GREAT in bed but kind of
a waste of life. Anyway, my friend met
him a few nights ago and FREAKED
OUT. He was crying, hysterical, told
me he loves me, got wasted and passed
out in my bed. I went to the new guy’s
house, who didn’t seem to care too
much. Carla, what do I do? Do I go
back to the old guy? Keep the new
guy? Start all over?
Here’s the problem with going
back to Friend Guy : It’s great that you
two are friends and everything, but
from what you just described it sounds
like this guy has a pretty typical case
of “I only want you when I can’t have
you” -itis. It’s no good. I know there’s
probably part of you that is thinking, “Maybe Friend Guy just needed
to experience the cold hard reality of
me hooking up with Restaurant Guy
before he could access his TRUE feelings for me.” Which maybe is partially
true, but here’s the catch- if Friend
Guy is going to make a good romantic
partner, he shouldn’t need the shock of
seeing you with another guy to get his

Dear Carla,
I am at a crossroads. I am a
straight female who has only ever
dated guys. I’ve made out with a few
female friends here and there throughout the years and never got anything
out of it. However, I find that when
I watch porn, I only ever watch lesbians! Does this mean I should try to
have sex with a woman? Have I been
missing out all these years? What if I
do and it totally grosses me out? Help!
Okay, just a few things to start off
with. 1. Watching porn of a particular
orientation is not an accurate marker
of YOUR sexual orientation. Watching
gay porn doesn’t make you gay. 2. With
that being said watching lesbian porn
doesn’t mean “you should try having
sex with a woman.” Honestly, you
would like a female sexual partner, you
shuld find a consenting female sexual
partner. Be as transparent as possible
and have fun. Get drunk and go to 80’s

Start Saving
Earn college credits and
get ahead this summer.
Affordable tuition
Flexible schedules
Convenient locations

Tri-C® offers affordable high-quality
education. Earn college credits that
seamlessly transfer back to your
university. Spend your summer wisely.

night at the chamber, it’ll be a blast.
Dearest Carla,
I am writing with a question that
could determine the future of my
relationship. I am a male who has
been with my girlfriend for more than
five years. She works many hours a
week on an odd schedule so we don’t
get a lot of ‘intimate’ time together.
Recently, she came home after a long
shift and told me she would be fine
with it if I wanted to ‘be with other
women’, since she has been so unavailable. The problem is, I don’t want to
be with anyone else, and there doesn’t
seem to be a reasonably timed ending
to this schedule being our lifestyle.
Is she offering this to me because she
wants to ‘branch out’? Should I just
take her up on it? Should I ask her to
quit her job? I love this woman and
don’t want to lose her.
Ouch. Regardless of how
pragmatic her motivations may have
been for suggesting different partners
for you, if I were in your shoes my feel-

Need help from Carla?
Email:carlaishere4u@gmail.com
with your questions!
“Ask Carla” is written by
Kim Corrigan

Why My Dog is My Best Friend
by Tatiana Roberts
It's hard for me to accept
that my big goofy mutt is a
decendant from ancient wolf
species, but it's a fact. It's not
until we go hiking in the woods
that his primal instincts kick
in. He can hear, smell, and see
things beyond my capabilities.
He turns his large floppy body
into a quick, efficient running
machine. My normally calm and
collective mutt, will howl and
chase unseen threats, all while
showing his frustration that I'm
the slowest member of our pack.
I'm not ashamed or embarassed
to call him my best friend; my
spirit animal.
Canis
Lupus
Familiaris, the domesticated dog, has been
thought to be "man's best friend" for
over 30,000 years. Wikipedia states
that "The cohabitation of dogs and
humans would have greatly improved
the chances of survival for early human
groups, and the domestication of dogs
may have been one of the key forces
that lead to human success." I truly
believe this. They hunt, protect, aid the
police, and assist the disabled in ways
other humans never could.
Whenever I hear of anyone showing interest in adding a dog to their
family, I immediately encourage them.
How could I not?! I can't imagine
my life before Logan (my mutt). He
keeps my bed warm, makes me laugh,
encourages me to be outside and active,
protects me, and genuinely loves my

company. I'm never alone. I always
have someone to walk with, read with,
watch movies with, and snuggle. How
could anyone not want that?! Especially being a woman who tends to live
alone and walk everywhere at all hours
of the day; having a dog has given me
the confidence to continue this lifestyle. I'm not afraid of strange sounds
or figures in the night...my spirit animal wouldn't let any harm come to me.
If you're considering adding a
companion to your life, please check
out Cleveland's local shelters. Logan is
from Second Hand Mutts in Tremont,
but Muttley Crue, the Animal Protective League, and Cleveland Animal
Control (City Dogs) are all amazing
organizations. Go find your spirit animal!

DID YOU KNOW...?
When CMSD students miss 10 or more
days of school their scores on state
math tests drop by an average of 15 points.

www.tri-c.edu/summer
Metropolitan Campus | 2900 Community College Ave. | Cleveland, OH 44115

16-0318

216-987-6000

Get2SchoolCleveland.com
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ings would be hurt, straight up. It’s
hard to not imagine when she says “It’s
fine if you want to sleep with other
people” that the implication might be
“I want to sleep with other people too”.
Even if this isn’t the case, your situation
is complicated, you love this woman
and don’t want to lose her. It sounds
like you two have defined very different
ideals for your relationship. Did you tell
her that you don’t want anyone else? If
not then do so and see what she says. It
might be something of a relief for her to
hear, and could elicit a response along
the lines of “Oh good, me neither, I was
just feeling guilty/insecure about being
unavailable/ inaccessable in this relationship and I didn’t want you to feel
trapped”. In which case, have a conversation and work things out. However
if the response you get is different, it
might be time to reevaluate.

photo by Tatiana Roberts

Ask Carla!

shit together. If you and F.G. are going
to end up together, in a committed
relationship, it should be on a different
foundation. The last thing you want is
to dump Restaurant Guy and get all
Facebook Official with Friend Guy,
only to have him get bored in six weeks
after he realizes his mental version of
you as a romantic ideal isn’t real and
isn’t enought to “fix him” or whatever.
Then Friend Guy becomes Jerk Guy. As
for Restaurant Guy, if y’all are clicking
sexually and you don’t want anything
more out of it then why worry. Dropping both all together is also an option.
Join tinder and have fun.

3/16/16 2:25 PM

1/26/16 10:33 AM
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CA L ENDA R
APRIL 1

Get Happy! Judy Garland
8:00 PM - 11:00 PM

BOP STOP @ The Music Settlement, 2920 Detroit Ave,

Cleveland Tango School.
5-6PM Open dancing at the fountain in Tower City before the
screening of Un Tango Mas (Our
Last Tango) @ 6:25PM!

Vinyl Night
7:00 PM - 11:30 PM

APRIL 4

Cleveland City
Council Meeting
7:00 PM

at Jukebox

Council Meetings are held every
Monday, beginning at 7 p.m. in the
Cleveland City Council Chambers,
unless otherwise noted. Chambers
are on the 2nd Floor of City Hall,
601 Lakeside Ave.

Happy Dog Takes on the
World: Putin’s Russia on the
World Stage
7:30 PM

Katy Kosman Art Opening
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Drink and Draw Cleveland:
Spring hurry up and get here
already edition!!
7:00 PM - 10:00 PM

at Phoenix OHC
kick off party for katy kosman’s
work being at the phoenix in ohio
city for the month of april! what
else ya gonna do? literally anything
else? that sounds less good

Joshua Smith Trio
8:00 PM - 10:30 PM

at BOP STOP @ The Music Settlement

APRIL 5

TUESDAYS IN TREMONT FLYING MONKEY PUB!
12:00 PM

Flying Monkey Pub
Benefits for Arts in August 2016!
Mark Your Calendar Today!

10% of your purchase supports the 2016 Arts in August program by dining at
the selected restaurant each
Tuesday.
CTS presents: Tower City
Tango!
5:00 PM - 6:00 PM

Join us for a free community
milonga hosted by the Cleveland
International Film Festival and The

at Happy Dog West

APRIL 6

Great Lakes Brewing Co.
Come in...warm up...or cool off...
with your fellow Drink and Draw’ers.
As always bring something to draw
with and draw on. And of course,
drink, draw and be social.

Next Level Comedy Showcase
8:00 PM - 10:30 PM

at BOP STOP @ The Music Settlement

Music Trivia
8:00 PM - 10:00 PM
at Jukebox

Draw Hard at CIFF
9:40 PM Tower City Cinemas

DRAW HARD will be playing at the
40th Cleveland International Film
Festival! We would love for everyone to join us in supporting local
filmmakers. It is part of the OHIO
SHORTS PROGRAM 2.

APRIL 8

Through the Veil: Debut show
from Graham Beck at Loop
Tremont
6:00 PM

at Loop in Tremont
Join Loop in Tremont for the April
artwalk featuring the debut photography show from Graham Beck:
Through the Veil.

Tremont Art Walk
6:00 PM - 9:00 PM

STANDS 80 & 82
at the West Side Market

Every Second Friday of the month,
all year! 6 PM - 9 PM

Canopy Presents: The Artworks of Michael Chattem
6:00 PM - 10:00 PM
at Canopy

APRIL 10

ATA: Marcia Custer

DID YOU KNOW...?
Over the last three school years, 58.4% of
kindergarten students and 56.1% of first grade
students missed 10 or more days of school.

Get2SchoolCleveland.com
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11:00 AM

School of the Arts, R. Nathaniel Dett Concert Choir / William B.
Woods, director

Brunch & Brushes
12:00 PM - 3:00 PM

APRIL 19

at The Dancing Wheels Company
and School

at the Ohio City Boke Co-op
Join us for a Paint it Forward Fundraiser to benefit the American
Cancer Society’s Pan Ohio Hope
Ride with Team Mind Brain Social
Club. This Brunch & Brushes event
is part of the Wine & Design Paint
it Forward series and will be held
at the Ohio City Bicycle Coop with
brunch & bloodies brought to you
by Pope’s Kitchen! (BYO alcohol)
Ride with Team Mind Brain Social
Club. This Brunch & Brushes event
is part of the Wine & Design Paint
it Forward series and will be held
at the Ohio City Bicycle Coop with
brunch & bloodies brought to you
by Pope’s Kitchen! (BYO alcohol)

West Side Market Now Open
on Sundays
12:00 PM - 6:00 PM

The historic West Side Market in
Ohio City will now have Sunday
hours from 12-6pm.

APRIL 11

Cleveland City Council Meeting
7:00 PM

APRIL 12

TUESDAYS IN TREMONT:
DANTE
12:00 PM

Tuesdays in Tremont
Benefits for Arts in August 2016!

Second District Community
Relations Meeting
7:00 PM
at the Applewood Center

The officers of the Second District
are committed to making the Second District community a better
place to live, work, visit and raise
a family.

APRIL 13

April EACH meeting
5:30 PM at Cogswell Hall
EACH: Emerging Ambassadors of
Cogswell Hall

TUESDAYS IN TREMONT:
THE ROWLEY INN
12:00 PM

Tuesdays in Tremont
Benefits for Arts in August 2016!

Meet the Candidates- Ohio
City Incorporated Board of
Trustees
6:00 PM - 8:00 PM

at Franklin Circle Christian Church
Meet the 2016 Ohio City Incorporated
Board
of
Trustees
Candidates. Each candidate will
present information about their
background and experience.

APRIL 20
Ohio City Contradance
7:00 PM - 10:30 PM
at St. Pat’s Church

Enjoy an evening of live music &
dancing! A dance lesson will be
taught from 7pm-7:30pm and dancing will go from 7:30pm-10:30pm.
No partners or experience needed!
Suggested donation: $8

APRIL 23

Artist Talk with Anila Rubiku
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM

at Zygote Press
Please join us for a talk with Anila
Rubiku about the socially engaged
work that she has produced around
the world.

APRIL 24

West Side Market Now Open
on Sundays
12:00 PM - 6:00 PM

The historic West Side Market in
Ohio City will now have Sunday
hours from 12-6pm.

APRIL 26

TUESDAYS IN TREMONT:
FAT CATS
12:00 PM

Tuesdays in Tremont
Benefits for Arts in August 2016!

Tremont Farmer’s Market
4:00 PM - 7:00 PM
in Lincoln Park

APRIL 17

Kundalini Yoga Workshop
1:00 PM - 3:00 PM at Vision
Yoga and Wellness

Kundalini Yoga is a comprehensive tradition known as the “Yoga
of Awareness,” combining mantra,
meditation, physical exercises, and
breathing techniques, with the goal
of cultivating awareness, elevating
the spirit and bringing all aspects
of self into harmonious rhythm.
Kundalini Yoga works on all the
systems in the physical body, as
well as our ethereal bodies. In this
workshop,

Arts Renaissance Tremont
3:00 PM
Pilgrim Church

Alternative Media By And
For10:33
The AM
People @ ohicocityobserver.com
1/26/16

Custom Imprinted Apparel
Corporate Logowear
Spiritwear
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Clockwise from top left: An old Ford in the sun in Tremont; a vine covered alley in Ohio City, aptly named “Vine Court”; riding bikes down Detroit Ave. in the bike lane; the
aftermath of a suspected “smash and grab” at Thomas Food Mart on Detroit and W. 45th. Photos: Adam Jaenke

Clockwise from top left: Color, shape texture; pasting, ohc; bricks, historical, ohc; color, shape, texture; weld and steel hinge, ohc; color, shape, texture. Photos: Billy Delphs
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C L E V E L A N D M E T R O P O L I TA N S C H O O L D I S T R I C T

ENROLL NOW!
ChooseCMSD.org

Imagine
Your child’s dreams for the future
begin in Kindergarten.

Choose

Choosing the right school is
the most important step
your child will take
toward college and careers.

Enroll

Open seats available now in a
growing list of CMSD’s quality school choices.

216.838.3675
Alternative Media By And For The People @ ohicocityobserver.com

